The Company of Darkness

From Bestselling Paranormal Romance
Author Lisa Olsen - Book Two of The
CompanyCady and Ethan beat the bad guy
and saved the day... or did they? Cady has
been touched by evil, polluted by unbound
demon blood, will she ever truly be the
same? Asherik the demon is bound but not
destroyed, and Ethans moods have taken
on a distinctly darker turn since absorbing
his power. Detective Lucas hasnt left his
investigation behind either, and Cady will
have to use all of her wiles to throw him
off the scent for his own safety. And then
theres The Company - how much will
Cady come to regret showing up on their
radar? Theres no mistaking Rikards
interest, but does it stem from duty or
something more personal?In a world where
demons thrive in shadows, preying on the
innocent, there is one organization that
stands against the enemy in the darkness.
But what happens when The Company
tasked with our salvation becomes corrupt
with its own darkness?Editorial ReviewThe
Company of Darkness picks up right where
The Company of Shadows left off, with
Cady and Ethan living their happily ever
after, right? Not so fast... Ash isnt gone
quite yet, and unfortunately for our couple,
it seems like the closer Ethan gets to Cady,
the more power Ash accumulates. Plus,
now Rikards dogging Cadys steps,
alternately scaring and annoying her. I
loved getting to learn more about the inner
workings of the secretive Company (even
if I did want to slap Alma more than once)
and getting more of a peek into Ethans
personal life. I also loved seeing more of
Rikard, he really grew on me for being
such an asshat. Gobi is back (love him!)
for his half-baked brand of assistance, as
well as her friends Penny and Kelli and of
course brother Ian. Lisa Olsen has a talent
for making me want to spend more time
with these characters. I want to go to
Pennys wedding and watch Kelli force Ian
to do the chicken dance! I want to hang
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out with Gobi and share a cosmic brownie
for a unique view of the universe! But
hands down my favorite part of this series
(apart from the sexy man-candy) is Cadys
gumption. Not the damsel in distress, she
wont sit around and wait to be saved, shes
the type to sit up and demand answers and
then solve the problem herself. I cant wait
to see where they end up next.
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